
 

 

School’s Cool Instructor 

Job Description 

Summer Position  

 

SIRCH is a charitable organization in Haliburton County.  We have many community 

initiatives designed to meet gaps in community services (please visit our website to gain a full 

picture:  www.sirch.on.ca).   

 

School’s Cool is a kindergarten readiness program that uses guided inquiry and a proprietary evaluation 
tool that measures increases in language, psychological, social, self-help and language skills.  

Responsibilities  

 As part of a team, deliver the School’s Cool curriculum 

 Evaluate each child’s progress according to the copyrighted evaluation tool 

 Liaise with parents on a daily basis 

 Provide positive role modeling, while encouraging each child’s natural curiosity 

for learning.   

 attend the 3 days of training in person 

 promote a positive and exciting learning atmosphere  

 establish and maintain accurate weekly records for all registered children  

 set up and maintain a safe and secure environment for children  

 complete the Developmental Checklist for each child as per School’s Cool guidelines 

 maintain contact with SIRCH.  

 

If, due to Covid-19, we are not able to perform in-person curriculum, SIRCH will deliver a 

virtual curriculum to ensure the safety of all (students, parents and instructors).   

 

Qualifications  

 Must be between 15 and 30 years of age (inclusive) at the start of employment 

 ECE, teaching, child studies degree or diploma or related program (or enrolled in post-secondary 

degree/diploma program) 

 ability to complete School’s Cool Instructor Training  

 demonstrated concern and empathy for young children and their families  

 positive, enthusiastic, and encouraging  

 able to manage a group of young and energetic children  

 ability to commit to the entire program  

 current vulnerable sector police check 

 first aid/CPR an asset  

 

Hours 

Hours per week:  35 Hours 

Wage:  $16.00 -- $20.00 per hour 

  

To Apply 

Send resume and cover letter (marked School’s Cool Instructor) to:  info@sirch.on.ca  
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